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From, Stephen McDonald <smcd@ican.net>

To, V9600014@valleynet.bc.ca

Subject, Whitlock Family Trees

Peter Whitlock,

Your name was given to me by Howard Whitlock. I ujnderstand that you have

been very active in researching the Whitlock Family, and that a newsletter

is published. I would be very interested in receiving a copy. My mother was

Marjorie Whitlock, and I've been doing family tree research with the help of

Family Tree Maker software. I've got it up to about 90 people, going back to

about 1850, to a Thomas Whitlock of Eland, Yorkshire. His son George was a

machinist and emigrated to the US, eventually settling in Weston, ant.

Married Ada Horsfall from Halifax, UK, and had six kids, one of whom was my

mother. I would like to get it back further but I seem to be stuck. Can you

provide any help? I can send you the tree I have constructed so far if you

would like, if you have Family Tree Maker software. The main missing aspect

I would like to research further is descendants who are in Yorkshire or

elsewhere in the UK, of Thomas, or of any of George's siblings, Harriet,? Help M Main Menu P PrevMsg - prevpage D Delete
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elsewhere in the UK, of Thomas, or of any of Georgers siblings, Harriet,

Joseph, or Christopher.

Yours, Steve McDonald
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From, KLaw976977@aol.com

To, v9600014@valleynet.bc.ca

Subject, update
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